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HE BEN HOGAN BRAND HAS BEEN
dormant for the past few years,
with no new products to speak
of. But new ownership is ready to
breathe life into this once-proud
company. First up is a gorgeous
iron set called the Ft. Worth 15. True to the Hogan
legacy, these forged cavity-backs are made from
1025 carbon steel for a sweet impact sensation.
Each head has a scalloped area behind the face,
which spreads mass toward the heel and toe to
limit damage on off-center hits. Interestingly, the
middle two-thirds of the club—where most golfers
typically strike the ball—gets most of the weight,
instead of the extreme edge of the blade. Still,
the center section is relatively thick compared
with other cavity-back irons. Hogan’s R&D team
believes a thicker center area helps to control
spin, for greater consistency and tighter distance
dispersion than thin-face iron models. Plus, the
V-shaped sole features lots of bounce along the
leading edge but relatively little bounce toward the
rear. Hogan’s designers say this approach creates
a versatile offering from different kinds of lies. The
irons come in one-degree increments, ranging from
20° to 47°—that’s 28 different heads to choose
from. With every option available, you can precisely
customize your set for the proper distance gaps.
And here’s a departure of sorts: Each head is
stamped with its loft in degrees, rather than with
an iron number such as 3, 6 or 8. This is a bold move.
Average Joes aren’t accustomed to thinking of
irons in terms of their lofts. It wouldn’t surprise us

Ben Hogan
Ft. Worth 15 Irons
FORGED IRONS (AND MATCHING
TK 15 WEDGES) THAT BLEND
FEEL AND FORGIVENESS

With 44 heads available in
lofts between 20 and 63
degrees, you can order up your
ideal combination of clubs.
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Ft. Worth 15
irons (6-iron,
near and far right)
have a relatively
thin topline, which
should appeal to
most players.

if some players use a marker to write the
iron number on the head, just to prevent any
confusion when they pull clubs out of the bag.
The company’s matching wedges, the TK 15,
also come in one-degree increments between
48° and 63° lofts. Hogan’s chief designer, Terry
Koehler, formerly of Scor Golf, has transferred
some elements from Scor wedges to the TK 15.
Both models feature narrow soles with similar
bounce configurations—high bounce along the
leading edge and low bounce toward the rear.
However, the TK 15 is more than just a renamed
Scor wedge. For instance, the TK 15 has a weight
pad that’s higher in the clubface and more
centrally located for a higher CG. There’s also
added mass positioned in the high toe. All of this
should lead to a club that produces a penetrating
ball flight while maintaining its “smash factor”
on high contact, so that shots lose less yardage
than they do with other wedges.
With a total of 44 iron and wedge heads to
choose from, fitting is critical to the equation.
The company’s proprietary online fitting tool,
called HoganFit, allows players to easily optimize
a set to fit any game. First, the system dials in
the wedge lofts, then integrates the irons.
Hogan recommends four-degree loft gaps
between clubs, but of course they can build any
set you want. Both the Ft. Worth 15 irons and the
TK 15 wedges come in four stock shafts: the KBS
Tour V or KBS Tour 90 steel, and the UST Mamiya
Recoil 660 or Recoil 680 graphite. $150 each,
steel; $165 each, graphite; golf.com/equipment

The narrow sole
has a high-bounce
leading edge and
low bounce along
the rear to help the
head get in and
out of turf easily.
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